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I. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to study sandwich theorems for 
preordered abelian semigroups and to give conditions such that the set 
of additive order-preserving functionals on such a semigroup is a 
lattice semigroup and to show how preordered semigroups can be 
applied. The main theorem of part II is a generalization of a theorem 
of R. Kaufman. We prove that whenever an order-preserving sub- 
additive mapping 6 from an abelian semigroup S[-co, +co[ 
dominates (6 > w), a superadditive map w: S + [-co, + co[ then 
there exists an additive order-preserving [ - co, + co[-valued func- 
tional which lies between w  and 6. Of course, such a theorem leads in 
the usual manner to extensions for additive functionals on sub- 
semigroups. As an application we prove a result of H. Dinges which 
is a generalization of the well-known extension theorem of G. Aumann; 
in our proof we can drop the regularity condition which was necessary 
in the original proof. Furthermore we generalize a theorem recently 
found by H. Konig to semigroups. 
In part III we study the inverse, where we have w  > 6 and we give 
conditions such that there is an order-preserving additive functional 
S -+ [-co, +co[ which 1’ les between 6 and w. A similar problem is to 
search for conditions such that the set of order-preserving additive 
mappings S -4 [-co, +co[ is a lattice semigroup. Of course these 
results are closely related to D. A. Edwards’ interpolation theorem. 
Actually we give a rather general semigroup version of a theorem of 
L. Asimow and A. J. Ellis which they used for proving Edwards 
theorem. As an application we obtain a slight generalization of the 
Cartier-Fell-Meyer theorem and we prove some characterisations 
of Choquet-Simplexes. 
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II. SANDWICH AND EXTENSION THEOREMS 
In the following (S, +, <) always denotes a preordered abelian 
semigroup, i.e., the relation < is reflexive, transitive, and compatible 
with the semigroup structure (a < b, c < d Z- a + c < b + d). 
Every subsemigroup T of a semigroup S gives a natural T-preorder 
in S by 
a<bbEldET:a+d=b (a, b E S). 
This relation is clearly compatible with the semigroup structure. 
Every compatible preorder in an abelian group is of this kind, however 
this is not true for semigroups. 
We are interested in (S, ,<)* the set of order-preserving homo- 
morphisms from S -+ R = [-co, + co[ and (S, <)# the set of 
order-preserving subadditive mappings S -+ R. As usual a mapping p 
is called (super)-subadditive if p(s, + sz)( 2) < p(s,) + p(s,) for all 
sr , s2 E S. If the preorder under consideration is the equality we write 
S* and 5’“. (S, <)* and (S, <)# endowed with the pointwise order on 
S (which we also denote by <) are ordered abelian semigroups and 
they admit a scalar multiplication by R+. a -+ a” denotes the canonical 
mapping S 3 [(S, <)+I*. 
If S does not have a neutral element, we adjoin a neutral element 0 
and extend ,< in the trivial way by assuming that 0 is only comparable 
with itself. Thus the proofs become simpler, but all theorems remain 
valid for semigroups without neutral element. 
p E (S, <)# is called homogeneous if p(m) = rip(s) Vs E S ‘dn E N = 
(0, 1,2,...}. For 4 E (S, <)# there exists a maximal homogeneous 
(S, <)# 3 p < q defined by: q(x) = inf{(l/n) q(m) 1 0 # n E N}. If 
p E (S, <)+ is homogeneous then either p(0) = 0 or p = -CO 
(i.e., p(s) = - co Vs E S). 
THEOREM 1. If w is superadditive < 6 E (S, <)# then there exists a 
/.L E (S, <)* such that w  < /.L < 6. 
Proof. Let 5lJ C {p E (S, <)” I w  < p < S} be a maximal chain 
with respect to the pointwise order on S. Since 
is order-preserving and subadditive it is a minimal element of 
(P E (s, <)” I w  < P < a}, th is implies in particular that p is 
homogeneous. We prove that t.~ is additive. If there exist t, , t, E S 
such that p(t, + tz) < p(tl) + p(tJ, then there are [, 77 E R with 
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5 < p(h), TI -=c P(&), p(t, + t2) < f + 77. The functionals pr , CL,, 
defined by 
pe(t) = inf{fm + p(f) 1 m 12 N, t < mt, + 5} 
&n(t) = inf(Tm + p(2) ( m E N, t < mt, + f} 
are order-preserving subadditive and &. Since p is minimal neither 
w  < pe nor w  < CL,, can be true. So there are s, , sg , yr , yz E S and 
0 # ml, m2 E N such that 
s1 < mltl +rl, 6% + P.W < 44 
s2 < m2t2 + y2 , rlm2 + 4~~) < 4s2). 
Multiplication by m, , ma and addition gives the strict inequality 
(6 + 77) mlm2 + m2b4yl) + w4Y2) < m241) + v4s2) 
Using the inequalities for E, q and the fact that p is subadditive and w  
superadditive we get 
r”.(mlm2(tl + t2> + m2yl + w2) < 4m2sl + w2). 
Since p is order-preserving &J this is a contradiction to 
wl + mls2 G wm2(tl + t2> + m2yl + mly2 . I 
COROLLARY 1.1. If T is a subsemigroup of S, TV E (T, <)* and 
6 E (S, <)# with ~1 GT 6 (i.e., p(t) < s(t) Vt E T), then there exists a 
v E (S, <)* such that p \<r v < 6. 
Proof. Application of Theorem 1 to the superadditive functional w  
defined by w(s) = {p(s) ifs E T, -co otherwise}. 1 
COROLLARY 1.2. If p E (S, <)# is homogeneous then 
P(s) = suPwI(& <)*sp GP>* 
Proof. T(x) = { nx 1 n E IV) is a subsemigroup of S for any x E S, 
and p is additive on T(x). Corollary 1 gives a pz E (S, <)*. 
P <T(x) t% <P. 1 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let T be a subsemigroup of S and p E (T, <)*, 
6 E (S, <)# such that TV <(T 6, then there exists an extension p E (S, <)* 
of p such that p < 8 if and only zjc: 
(*) L-4 G tz + s * P(h) G /42> + WI Vt, , t, E T, s E S. 
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Proof. Define 71 E (S, <)# by v(s) = inf{p(t) + 6(S) 1 t + 5 > s, 
lET,s”ES}. ( ) pl * im ies that 77 and p are equal on T, so Corollary 1 
gives an extension. The only if part is trivial. i 
Theorem 1 generalizes a result of R. Kaufman [12], who proved the 
same theorem without considering preorder relations. An equivalent 
to Kaufman’s theorem can be found in a paper by P. Kranz [16]. If 
S is an abelian group our theorem is in fact a consequence of Kaufmans 
result, but this is not true in general for semigroups. Sandwich and 
extension theorems for ordered vector spaces have been studied by 
many authors, many results can be found in the work of S. Simons 
[18, 191. A g oo survey of the literature connected with the Hahn- d 
Banach theorem (before 1969) can be found in the references of 
B. Rodriguez-Salinas Paler0 [20] (125 references!). 
If 5’ is a group the Hahn-Banach extension theorems follows 
immediately from Corollary 3. If in Corollary 1 the semigroups under 
consideration are real vector spaces and - co f p then the functional Y 
is automatically an extension of p and v is linear if 
lim 6(hs) = 0 t/s E S, 
lWA+O 
this follows from the density of the rationals in [w. 
Regularly ordered semigroups have been studied by G. Aumann [4] 
and H. Dinges [8]. In the following we shall derive their results as 
applications of Theorem 1, it seems interesting to note that the 
regularity condition on the order relation is not necessary in both 
cases. As a second application we give a generalization of a theorem 
recently found by H. Konig [15]. 
Applications 
If 21 {O}, Y3 {O} are subsemigroups of (S, +, <) then the 
c6 Uberholerhalbgruppe” Yz > and the “Unterholerhalbgruppe” Y,< are 
Y~~={sES~3y~Y,z~Z,O#m~N:y>,ms+x} 
Y~~={sES~3y~Y,z~Z,O#m~N:y~ms+x}. 
THEOREM (Dinges [8, p. 4631)“. Let U = (Y + 2); n Yy’+= , 
p: S -+ R be superadditive with p(z) > - CO for z E 2, and p be an 
R-valued additivefunctional on Y, then p can be extended to a v E ( U, <)* 
such that 
(*I 44 3 44 + PC4 whenever u, li E u, z E z, u>ii+z 
* The statement of the theorem has been slightly modified following J. Horvith. 
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(**) P(Y) B /-a +pv> whenever y,jjeY, 2~2, y>,jj+z. 
Proof. The only if part is trivial. We define 
w(s) = inf 1: [p(y) - cc(y) -P(a)] 10 f a E NV 
y,~EY,zEZ,y>,m+9+z 
I 
S(s) = SUP 1; [/4j9 - FL(Y) + M] / 0 f n E N, 
y,yEY,zEZ,y+ns>z+y. I 
Then UE(Y$+=, , <)+- and 6: (Y + 2): -+ R is superadditive. Let 
s E U and take arbitrary elements yr , ys , 9, , 9s E Y, .zl , zs E 2, , 
0 f n, , n2 E N such that 
y1 + n,s 3 % +31 and y23n2s+Y2+z2. 
By an elementary calculation we get n, yz 2 n1n2s + n,j$ + nlzz 
and 
This implies n,y, + n2 yr > nzzl + n,jJ + n,y, + nlz2 and from (**) 
it follows nr[p(ys) - PU2) - PC41 b %MYd - P(Yl) + P6419 
which implies 6 <u w. From this together with the inequalities 
w  <r p <r 6 we obtain o =r E.L =r 8. Now, by Theorem 1 there 
exists a v E ( U, <)* such that 6 <” v GV w. Y is clearly an extension 
of p. And the desired inequality (*) follows from 6 aV p and the fact 
that U, zi E U, x E 2 and u 3 Q + z implies z E U. 1 
G. Aumann considered the case 2 = S (i.e., p(s) > ---CT, t/s c S), 
then we can extend p on U = Ys>. 
Now, we proceed to H. K&rig’s Maximumsatz. Consider in 
Q C S# a Hausdorf? topology such that D is compact and 
S={s:52+R(SES} 
consists of upper-semicontinuous functions on Q. Let p E S* such 
that CL < SUP,~~ (w). 
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THEOREM [Konig, 151. There exists a probability measure u on Q 
such that 
p(s) < jn B(W) do(w) vs E s. 
Proof. The result is trivial if p = -co, therefore we can assume 
~(0) = 0 and we consider in USC(Q) (upper semicontinuous functions 
Q -+ W) the pointwise order on J2. Let S E (USC(JJ), <)# be given by 
Then 6 S> p where 6 E (9, <)* is defined by a($) = p(s). There 
exists a v E (USC(Q), <)* such that 
cz Gs v Gscm 8. 
By the Riesz representation theorem the restriction of v to the con- 
tinuous functions is a probability measure u. And 
v(f) < I f(w) do(w) vs E s R 
since v is order-preserving. Therefore has u the desired properties. 1 
For the special case 52 = {p, ,..., pn} the measure u has to be a 
convex-combination of Dirac measures. 
COROLLARY. If p E S* with p < max(pr ,..., p,), wherep, ,..., p, E S# 
then p is dominated by a convex-combination of the pi , i.e., there exist 
nonnegative real numbers A, ,..., A, such that 
III. LATTICE SEMIGROUPS 
We call (S, +, <) an L-semigroup if < is an order relation (anti- 
symmetric preorder) such that any two elements a, b E S do have 
a glb a A b in S, such that the distributive law is valid for A, that is, 
(b + a> A (b + c) = b + c A a for all a, b, c E S. An L-semigroup is 
called a CL-semigroup if it is conditionally complete (in the sense that 
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every nonempty subset of S has a glb) such that the unrestricted 
distributive law is valid for the glb [Birkhoff 6, p. 2001. 
/\{b+a)aE~}= b+l\(JJ v0 #E’CS. 
Every bounded set Q in a CL-semigroup S (i.e., 3 b E S Q qEQ: 
b 3 q) has a Zub which we denote by V(Q) being equal to 
(S, <) has the decomposition property (DCP) if for all a, b, c E S 
such that a < b + c there exist 6 < b, E < c such that a = 6 + c”. 
(S, <) has the semiinterpolation property (SIP) if for all a, b, c, d E S 
such that a < b + c, a < b + d there exists an s G S such that 
s < d, s < c, a < b + s. Every L-semigroup and every preordered 
group has the SIP. S has the finite sum property (FSP) if for sl, sa, 
&,&~Swithsr+sa = fl+&thereexistuij~S(i= 1,2;j= 1,2) 
such that si = uil + ui2 and & = uii + uzi (i = 1, 2). 
Of course this property implies that whenever CL1 si = CT& Z’ 
there exist uij E S such that si = XT-r uij and fj = CE, udj . This 
is proved by a simple inductive argument. For any abelian semigroup S 
the FSP implies the DCP for the natural S-preorder. If the cancellation 
law [Chevalley 7, p. 421 is valid in S then S has the FSP if and only if 
it has the DCP with respect to the natural S-preorder [Alfsen 1, p. 851. 
The subsemigroup of (S, <)” consisting of the homogeneous 
elements and (S, <), = {p: S -+ R / p order-preserving and super- 
additive} are examples for CL-semigroups. The Zub Vts,<)+ (B) = p 
of bounded sets B C (S, <)# is p(s) = supBEB 6(s), the pointwise 
supremum of B on S. 
From this we can calculate the glb Acs,<)+ (2) for nonempty sets 
Z. Let us show that the unrestricted distributive law is valid if the 
elements of Z and b are homogeneous. Obviously 
and from S* 3 h < b + 6 VS E Z it follows from Theorem 1 that there 
is a p E (S, <)* such that h - b < ~1 < 6 Q6 E 2, and from this it 
follows 
Corollary 1.2 gives now the desired result. The glb 
A LT.<), (4
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of nonempty sets A C (S, <), is equal to the pointwise infimum of A 
on S, the validity of the unrestricted distributive law follows imme- 
diately from this fact. 
Now, we shall give formulas for the Zub in (8, <), and glb in 
(S, <)#. Letf : S -+ R, and consider the functions 
f^(s) d,i inf i f(sJ 1 71 E N, s < f  si 
I i=l i=l I 
(1) 
(2) 
Obviously f > f h E (S, <)# and whenever f 2 v E (S, ,<)#, then 
CP<f^ . Iff< w is bounded by an element w E (S, ,<), then 
f <f” E (S, ,<), . Thus whenever 0 # Q C (S, <)” and g(s) = 
inf(q(s) ( 4 E Q] then g” = Acs,<)+ (Q) is the glb of Q, and for any 
bounded set PC (S, <), , h’ = V(s,G)+ (P) is the Zub of P in (S, <), 
where h(s) = sup{p(s) 1 p E P}. The following remark is easily checked 
by a straightforward calculation. 
Remark. If S has the FSP and (S, <) the DCP then mh is additive 
whenever w E (S, <) # . In this case it follows that we have 
w^(s) = inf $J w(s~) 1 n E N, s = f si . 
I i=l i=l I 
If S has the FSP and (8, (<)-‘) the DCP, where (<)-I is the inverse 
of < then 6’ is additive whenever 6 E (S, <)# is dominated by an 
w E (S, <), . We have in this case 
As a consequence of this remark we obtain: 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) If S has the FSP and (S, <) the DCP then (S, <)* is a 
CL-semigroup such that for any nonempty A C (S, 9)” 
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(ii) If S has the FSP and (S, ( <)-‘) the DCP then (S, <)* is a 
CL-semigroup such that for any A C (S, <)* bounded by an w  E (S, ,<), 
we have 
v (4 = v (4 = v (4 = v (4 
(S,<P (S,<), % s* 
(iii) If S has the FSP and (S, <) or (S, (<)-‘) the DCP then 
(S, <)* interposes [(S, <), , (S, <)#I#], i.e., whenever (S, <), 3 w  > 
6 E (S, <)# then there exists a p E (S, <)* such that w  > p >, 6. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If S has the FSP then S” is a CL-semigroup such 
that As* (A) = l\,,(A) for 0 # A C S* and Vs* (B) = Vs+ (B) for 
any bounded B C S*. Furthermore S* interposes [S, , S#]. 
This generalizes a result of L. Asimow and A. J. Ellis [5, p. 3041 
which leads to D. A. Edwards’ interpolation theorem [9] and to 
T. Ando’s theorem [2]. The following is a partial converse of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. If CL E (S, <I*, q1 , q2 E (4 G)” and P < PI + q2 
then there are pL1 , pLz E (S, <)*, pl < q1 , p2 < q2 such that p < 
pl + p2 . If (S, <) has the SIP then pl and p2 can be chosen such that 
P = Pl + P2 - 
Proof. Consider in S @ S the preorder 
(sl , s2) < (fl , s”z) * (sl < fl and s2 < s”) 
and let dS be the diagonal subsemigroup {(s, s) 1 s E S} of S @ S. 
Define fi E (AS, <)*, 6 E (S @ S, <)# by fi(s, s) = p(s) and 
@I 3 s2> = !71(4 + 42@2)* 
Since 6 ds> p there is a v E (S @ S, <)* such that F <AS v < 8. 
If (S, <) has the SIP and (s,, , sO) < (sr , sr) + (s2, ss) then there 
exists an sq such that (s 4 , s4) < b2 , SJ and (so , so) < (sl 9s1) + b4 , s,); 
this implies ~(s ,, , s,,) < ,~(sr , sl) + 6(s, , sa), and using Corollary 1.3 
we may assume p =ds v if (S, <) has the SIP. By taking pi , p2 
defined by pi(s) = v(s, 0) and p2(s) = ~(0, s) the theorem is proved. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. (S, <) * has the DCP whenever (S, <) has 
the SIP. 
Since every L-semigroup has the SIP, (S, <)* has the DCP for 
every L-semigroup. 
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Applications 
Combining H. Konig’s theorem and Theorem 3 we obtain the 
following result, which is also due to H. Konig if S is a vector space 
without order structure. 
THEOREM. Let p E (S, <)* and q1 ,. . ., qn E (S, <)# such that 
P d ma& ,..., qJ then there are pl ,..., pm E (S, <)* with pi < qg 
for i = l,..., n such that p is dominated by a convex combination of the 
pi . If (S, <) has the SIP we can chose the TV such that t.~ is equal to a 
convex combination of the pi . 
For the next application consider the following definition. 
DEFINITION. For @ C S* the @-decomposition preorder &, in S is 
given by: 
s &, s” o whenever there are n E N and sr ,..., s, E S such that 
gi=s 
then there are Ei ,..., s”, such that 
Remark 1. Let S have the FSP; then &, is compatible with the 
semigroup structure in S and S* is a CL-semigroup containing @. 
Now, let {vr ,..., qua} be a finite bounded subset of the semigroup 
generated in S” by @. If 
$% GQs 
then there is a decomposition of s: 
such that qua = qk(si) f or all i, k < n. Therefore we obtain by 
Eq. (2) 
= (91 ” *** ” %)(Sh 
where v denotes the Zub-operation in S*. This implies that 
(PI ” -** v %) E (8 Gd*. 
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Remark 2. Let 52 be a compact space. The semigroup M+(Q) 
consisting of the positive Bore1 measures on 52, has the Riesz decompo- 
sition property and therefore M+(Q) has the FSP. Consider a subset d> 
qf Bs(Q), the real-valued Borel-measurable functions on Q, and let 
@ be the max-stable cone generated by @ in BR(Q). A cone is max- 
stable if with two functions their maximum belongs also to the cone. 
Obviously @ C (M+(O), &)*. Since the Zub of two measurable 
functions in the CL-semigroup (M+(Q))* is the maximum of the two 
functions we obtain by Remark 1 the result @ C (M+(Q), &)*. 
Remark 3. Now, let F be a max-stable cone in C,(Q) (real-valued 
continuous functions on the compact space Q) which contains the 
constants and consider in F the usual pointwise order on a. Let 
u, u1 , uz E M+(Q) be such that for all f E F: o(f) > ul( f ) + 02( f ). 
Since F is anL-semigroup there are (Corollary 4.1) pr, p2 E (-F, <)* 
such that for all f EF: PI(f) > a,(f), pLp(f) > uz(f) and u(f) = 
PI(f) + pa(f). Now, one can extend pI , ps uniquely to order- 
preserving linear functionals on F-F and then by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem (Corollary 1.3) to positive measures ,&r , j& on 8 such that 
o = fir + pz .l This implies that (M+(Q), (&)-l) has the DCP, where 
& stands for: 
v <FfiOV(f) <s(f)vfEE. 
Using the last two remarks we have proved. 
THEOREM. Let Q, be a subset of B&2), 6 be the max-stable cone 
generated by @ in Ba(Q) andF be a max-stable subcone of C,(Q) and let u, 
v E M+(Q). 
(i) If for any decomposition of 
into positive measures there exists a decomposition 
into positive measures such that for i = 1 ,..., 71 vi(v) = U,(F) Vg, E 0 then 
u(f) d v(f) Vf E @* 
1 We extend first pL1 < G+ D to a positive PI < c+(a) Q on C+(P), where G, and C+(Q) 
are the positive functions in F - F and CR(Q) respectively. Then we define Fs = D - p1 
and take the obvious extensions to C,(Q). The conditions of Corollary 1.3 are fulfilled 
since F - F is a lattice which contains the constants. 
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(ii) If u(f) < v(f) Vf E F then for any decomposition 
into positive measures there is a decomposition 
into positive measures such that: vi(f) 3 ut(f) Vf EF, i = I,..., n. 
Specializing this result by taking a compact convex set as Q, the 
affice continuous functions on Q as @ and as F the sup-norm closure 
of @ (the convex continuous functions) one obtains the well-known 
Cartier-Fell-Meyer theorem [Alfsen, 1, p. 231. 
In the next application we shall derive some of the classical charac- 
terizations for simplexes. Let K be a compact convex subset of a 
locally convex HausdorfF vector space, M+(K) the positive Borel- 
measures on K, A(K) the continuous real-valued affine functions on 
K, A* the dual space with respect to the sup-norm and (A*)+ 1 K 
its positive cone which has the compact base K. By A,(K) we denote 
the lower-semicontinuous affine functions K -+ R, by P,(K) the 
min-stable cone generated by A,(K) and by P(K) the continuous 
functions in P,(K). For the minimum of the functions fi ,..., f ,  we 
write min(fi ,..., f,). In the function semigroups we consider the 
pointwise order < on K, in (A*)+ its natural semigroup order, and in 
M+(K) the order < defined by p < v o p(f) > v(f) Vf E P(K). 
T shall be the weak*-continuous barycentric map M+(K) -+ (A*)+. 
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent: 
(9 A * is a vector lattice; 
(ii) A,(K) is a L-semigroup; 
(iii) there exists an order-preserving additive map v: P,(K) + 
A,(K) such that ~(a) = a and v(a + b) = a + v(b) for all a E A,(K) 
and b E P,(K); 
(iv) there exists an additive map +J: (A*)+ --t M+(K) such that 
+(x)(a) = x(a) for all x E (A*)+ and a E A(K); 
(v) For every x E (A*)+ there exists a unique measure p maximal 
with respect to < such that +) = x. 
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Proof. (i) * (ii). If A* is a vector lattice then (A*)+ has the 
DCP (Riesz decomposition property) and therefore it has the FSP. 
Then by Theorem 2 and Eq. (l), ((A*)+)* is a CL-semigroup 
r) A,(K) such that for any two a, b E A,(K) and x E K 
(u h b)(x) = inf{a(x,) + b(x,) 1 x1 , x2 E (A*)+, x1 + x2 = x} 
= inf{p(min(a, b)) 1 p E M+(K), n(p) = zc}. 
a A b must be lower-semicontinuous on K because 
is a compact space and min(a, b) is lower-semicontinuous on this space 
and n is continuous. 
(ii) G- (iii). We define for a, , a2 ,..., a, E A,(K) 
q(min(a, ,..., a,)) = a, A *** A a,. 
(iii) 3 (iv). Take for x E (A*)+ the restriction of x * q~ to P(K) 
then there is a unique order-preserving extension to P(K) - P(K) 
and by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem x * v can be extended uniquely 
to a measure on K. Now, define this extension to be F(x). 
(iv) 3 (v). Since + is additive we obtain from part (i) of our last 
Theorem (Cartier-Fell-Meyer theorem) that p < @(x) for any ,.L such 
that n(p) = X. So +5(x) must be maximal. 
(v) + (i). Since M+(K) has the FSP the <-maximal measures 
are a semigroup with the FSP. By the uniqueness of the maximal 
measures, (A*)+ has the FSP and therefore the DCP. Since A* is 
directed and (A*)+ has a compact base [Alfsen, 1, p. 851 A* is a vector 
lattice. 
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